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ISOMETRIC IMMERSION INTO SPHERE 

By κ1. A. Beltagy 

1. Introduction 

1n this paper we consider the problem of isometric immer3ion x : 1\1• ills” +N 

of a compact, connected, oriented n- d imensional Riemannian manjfold A1. 

into the open hemisphere H:+N，εs"+N，ζEn÷N+ l where SX+N IS the unIt 

(n + N) - dimensional sphere cenlered at the origin 0 01 the (n+N+ 1) 

Euclidean space E”+N+ l and s 1S the center of the open hemisphere lIs”+N 

Without loss 01 generality we take s to be the south pole of s" . N, i. e, 
s= (-1 ,0, "', 0). Let B(J1;1) be the bundle 01 uni t normal vectors to X(l\1) , i. e, 
a point of B(M) is a pair (p, ν (p)) ， where ν (p) is a unit normal vector to 

x(.\'1) at x(p) . The scalar product in E"+N+l will be denoted by <, > and the 
con+ N same notation will be used for the induced Riemannian metrics on both S ‘ 

and x(M) . ln the foll ow ing 낌 means the tangent space of the manifold λf 

at the point PEM. 

The corresponding problem with ambient Euclidean space instead of the 

spherical one has been considered by M. P. DoCarmo and E. Lima [2] and in 

fact they proved the following theorem 

THEOREM 1. A ssume all second quadratic form s 0/ the immersion X: J.vl_.Ell +N 

to be semi-definite, and definite at one point (p, "o (P)) εB(λη T hen x(，\η belol1g s 
n+l _ r r:-lI TN to a linear subvariety E" f' 01 E" TH and x i7ll.beds λ.1. QS the boundary 0/ a cOllvex 

body; in particular λ1 is homeomorphic to a sphere. 

REMARK 찌'hile the author was a research student at Durham Uni versit y, 
U, K., it became c1ear to him- from a fruitfull discussion with Dr. J. Bolton 

- that the definitness condition of the second quadratic lorm at (p , "o(p))EB(NI) 

in theorem 1 is redundant as we shall indicate in the next section. 

1'he aim of this paper is to prove the following : 

THEOREM 2. L <t x : iVJ• lfsn+N be a Iocally cOftilez tsometrlC tm?ftersto” of a 

compact, connected, oriented n-dìmmsional Riemannian 끼allifold M(n> 1). Then 
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x(:\1) belollgs 10 a 10lally geodesic sphere 1' +1ζ1'~N and x imbeds 1"1 as Ihe 
jιl 

bowldary 01 a conι，ex body 0/ s' ‘ 1.\1 is homeomorphic 10 a sphtrt. 

(For the definition of second quadratic forms see the following section). 

(a) Convex submanifolds 

Let M te a submanifold of a Riemannian manifol d .M. We say that M is 

convex at the point pεM in the direct ion of ν where νεM다 (or simply M is 

.convex at the I'o int (P. v) EB(써 ) if there is a neighbourhood of p in M which 

I ies on one side of the geodesic hypersurface of M at p generated by the 

hr perplane \\f of Mp with vas its unit norma l. We denote such a hypersurface 

by II(P. v) = expp IV. In case of codimension 1 and M is Eucl idean, the above 

mentioned concept transforms to the usual concept of convexity at a point [4] . 

The submanifold M will be called convex at the point PEM if it is convex 
at each point (p, v) EB(M) in the fiber ove r p. M is locally convex if it is 

∞nvex at each point (p, v) 드B(씨 in the normal bundle. 
Jn a s imilar way we can define the convexity of M at (p. v) EB(M) by 

requiring that M lies-as a whole• on one side of the geodesic hypersurface of 

M at p generated as mentioned above 

(b) Height function and second fundamental form 

By the heig ht fu nct ion L; for an oriented submanifold 1VJ at the point 

(p, v) εB(.\ 1) 、\'e mean the function defined on a 
sufficientl y small neighbourhood of the origin in 

the tangent space of the submanifold at p and 
<lssigning to each point oî this neighbourho여 the 

height , with respect tO ν. oî the submanifold above 

the tangent hyperplane \V= Hp (p, v) as measured 

in a normal coordinate system about p in the 

amb ient manifold. Consequentl y, 

2. B:asic materials 

L/(x) =<Y. ν> 

where y= expp - 1 .~ [3] 

j 
m 
f 

p ‘ 
i 

M 

Let M be a subma nifold of dimension 11 in a Riemannian manifold M of 

<l imension (n + N). Let (j denote the Riemannian connection of M, 17 the 

induced connection on M and <. > the Riemannian metic of M . The second 
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1-fundamental f~rm a: MpxMp• Mp ~ of M at the point pε111 is a bilinear map 

defined by a(X, Y) =P xY-V xY for vector fie lds X, Y tangent to M. The 

second fundamental form aν Al. X iH. - .R in the direction νEM，1- may te taken P" ."p 

.as 

a' (ι y) =<a(x, y) , ν> . 

By second quadratic form q, of M at p드M in the ν-direction we mean the 

map q,: Mp• R delined by 

qν (X) =ι(X， X)= <a(X, X) , ν> 
Let p be a point 01 ~ι It is possible to take a system of normal coordinates 

yl, y2, , yη+N x ith origin p such that (윤)p' ., (관) p span Mp. Let 
、 이Y ‘ oy 

{ Y;}섣N ce an orthonormal tasis 01 Mp such that Y
1
, ζ lorm a tasis of 

n+N Mp- We may choose a system of normal coordinates y',.. y''' '' such that 

‘(-!，).=ζ ， 1드t르η +N . Note that Yn+l , Y，샤 N form a basis of the normal 
\ ðy. I~ 

subspace Mp 1-cM 

Let x\ x" be an arbitrary coordinate system in a neighbourhood U of 

p in M and let 

y ’ =y‘ (x 1, x") l -S;i드η +N 
be the system of equations that defines the imtedding of U into M. The 

second fundamental form of the acove imtedding is shown to te [4J 

a((옳\， (숲)p)=잖l(82yk /axAazr% 

Namely, the coefficients of ap with respect to the èasis 

(끓\， .. , (꿇)p 

in Mp and the Casis 1';η+ 1' ζ+N in 11강 are those of the he"ian a'/; 
òx'òxμ at p. 

From the last equation, w’ e easily see that the second fundamentaI form 

01 the imtedding considered atO\ e in the direction 01 νe써1- (ν is a unit 

normal) is given by 

a ((0;0심) P' (a;òxμ)p) = <α ((0;0상) P' (ò;o:r'\) , ν〉
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n+N ~2~ ，K 、 n+N ~ 2 ‘ 
= ε (~휴-::- J. <Y" ν>= 1:; .. y ‘ (P) <Y" v> 

R=n +1\ ðx‘ðxι. " ‘ k=n+l O:Z:’ðx' ’ 

”ιN 32 k a2L ”rb1 
= 1: ←←~-<y< (P) Y" ν> . -! .. . 
k~ I òx'òx' ðx'ðx" 

No\V, we have arrived at the following lemma [l j 

LEMMA 1. Let :t: lvl- t.M be an immersÎoll 01 a maηifold ,l'vl inlo a Riemanniaη 

manifold M. For a point p드N， let U be the 1lormal coordillate neighbourhood 0/ M 

around the þoiη t q= x(p) . Let Lp‘ be the height function 0/ JVJ in the directioll 01 

ν딩1/ at p as beiη'g deJi’zed beJore. Then Lp“ has a critical po씨t at p and its 

}-l:!ssìan f orm is the second fundalllent al /orm at P iη the 'oJ-direction. 

Taking the concept 01 local convexity 01 submanifold5 into account we have 

COROLLARY 1. Let x : M• j\1 be a locally convex immersion 0/ a manifold Nl 

ln[o a Riemannian maη1끼old jl1, tken all secolld qαadratic form s 0/ the imm!rsion 

X IJ.re semi-de/inite. 

Now, if 111 is a compact n submanifold of a Euclidean (n + N) - space, then 
” 수 N-I there is an (n + N- I) -sphere S""' - '(샤 with finite redius k which contains 

j \1 inside 

Let pεM끼 Sn+ N-1 (k) and " be a unit normal to the sphere at p. Clearly, 
v is also normal to 111 at p and p “s a no。이on -degenerate crit“ltJC않a히 poi n t 0아f the 

h뼈e히l멍ght fIωunct 

This disc디cussion together 、WI“떠t“th the above lemma show that t“비he second quadratic 

lorm q_ 01 λ1 at p in the lJ-direction is definite. C~n3equently. the difinitness 

condition in theorem ] is unnecessary. 

(c) Beltrami maps 

T he prool of our theorem 2. use5 basically the Beltrami maps (central 

projections) in transforming the immersion proble:n under consideration from 

the sphere s"+N to En+ N. In thi s way we may benefit theorem 1 to prove 

theorem 2 

The Beltrami map [3J 
a ,”+N ”+N Jl"' , •. •-• E 

is delined to be the map which takes xεFlsR+N to the intersectlOn of En+N= 
n+N+l\ 1 _ ... n+N+1 1( - 1, a~， ’‘ , a'"'' " ) )c E 、，vith the straight line through x and the 
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。rlgin O of E”+N+l In the usual c。ordInates x = (xl , x2, , x”+N+1) , the 

above map ß may be expressed as lollows 

2 n+N-rJ 
ß (x) = xh' =( - 1, 조;-， 조. ì 

‘ x- x -

The map ß takes the lower hemisphere H;-N，ζ5"+N diffeomorphicall y to 

’'I+N E ‘ It is also easy to show tha t ß is a geodesic map. Consequently , ß takes 

a totally geodesic submanilold of dimension k 01 H;TN to a linear subvariety 

E' ‘ En+N m ι 

As it is known , each non-zero t angent vector of S’':+N determ ines a unique 

totally geodesic hypersphere 01 S' -N. It is an easy exercise to show that if 

a submanilold ;\1C 1.Ç +N is locally convex then so is .3(MJ슨En "'f"' .~r 

Using this geome tric idea together with corollary 1 、~e have 

7I +N COROLLARY 2. 1J λ/C서 is locally com:ex thell all .secolld quadratic /orm .s 

oJ ß (MJ are semi.deJinite 

3‘ Proof of the theorem 

From the above discussions, it is no、，. c1ear that all the condi tions of theorem 1 

are satisfied for the immersion ßox: M• E1f
"'f"' N. Consequentl y, •,8ox(M) 

belongs to a linear subvarie ty E"+l c.ElI +N and .$ox is an embedding. Since ß 
is a d iffeomorph ism, then the map x should be an embedding as welL In 

n + 1 addition ß'x(MJ forms a boundary of a convex body") in E"T ' and M is 

homeomorphic 10 a sphere 

The linear subva riety E1f 
...... 

I_ in which .\1 is embed떠ed by ß' x- is taken to 

an open hemisphere 01 a totall y geodesic sphere 5"+lc 5" +N of dimension 

(11+1) under Ihe map .S-l It is c1 ear now thal 5"+1 passes through the origin 

。f ElI +N and has center coincident with that of S' +N. Moreover, xUb~ is 

conlained in the open lower hem isphere of S'~ 1 

Now we show Ihat x(.\η !'ounds a convex body B in 5" -1 .'\ssume, on the 

contrary , that B is not convex . hence there are either 

( .. ) A suhset B in a Riemannian manifold _'1 is called CQnvex if for each pair of points 
p , qE B. there is a unique mínimal geodesic segment from p to q and this segment is in 
B. An open (c1osed) cQnvex set which is a submanifold of.\1 of maxi mal dimension is 
called open (c losed ) convex body 
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(iJ two minimal geodesic segments between a pair of points P. qEB 

or (ii) a unique minimal geodesic segment from p to q which is not ;n B 

<::ase(iJ is impossible as there are no antipodal pair of points in B. If P. qεB 

h.、 e a unique minimal geodesic segment T, say, which is not in B. this 

segment r would be included in the lowe r hem isphere of S "+1. lJnder ß. 
"+1 which is • geodesic map. the body .3(8) would not be • convex body in E 

which is a contr.diction showing that case (iiJ is also impossble. From the 

above argument 8 is a convex body in the open lower hemisphere of S"+ 1 

and the proof of theorem 2 is complete 
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